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ABSTRACT
Due to the mismatch of data distribution between training and
testing data set, the issue of semantic gap in the field of video
concept detection becomes more and more serious. To solve this
problem, an effective pseudo relevance feedback (PRF) based
method is proposed in this paper to build domain adaptive
classifiers. Firstly, the mechanism of PRF tries to select some
pseudo samples according to the fused estimation for test data
given by existing source models. Then, these pseudo samples are
integrated into the process of Tradboost based cross domain
transfer learning to make the best use of semantic information
generalized by existing source models. Extensive experiments
demonstrate that the proposed method can effectively enhance the
performance of cross domain learning.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search
and Retrieval – relevance feedback, retrieval models, search
process.

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Performance, Experimentation.

Keywords
Pseudo Relevance Feedback, Cross Domain Learning, Video
Concept Detection.

1. INTRODUCTION
With the development of processor, network and digital storage,
an explosive amount of image/video data have emerged. To
effectively manage and utilize these resources, video concept
detection becomes a very important research topic in the field of
information retrieval [1]. Traditional methods in video concept
detection are based on the assumption that the distribution of the
training and the test data are identical, such as [2][3]. However,
due to the increased multimedia information the existing model
built on previous video data can’t accommodate to the diversity of
new emerging data. The collection of new labeled data for new
model-building requires expensive and time-consuming human
labor. To this end, cross domain learning emerges as an effective
technique to adapt models built in source domains to target
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domains. In general, a domain refers to data of a certain type,
from a certain source, or generated in a certain period of time, etc
[4]. In source domain, there are large amount of outdate labeled
data and models. Only a limit number of new labeled data exist in
target domain.
The issue of semantic gap is always a big obstacle in CBIR [5].
The mismatch between training and testing distribution aggravates
this situation. It is widely accepted by the public that relevance
feedback can effectively bridge the semantic gap in CBIR
[6][7][8]. Nevertheless relevance feedback badly violates the rule
of video concept detection that completely no manual intervention
should be allowed in test dataset. Pseudo relevance feedback
provides an automatic local analysis method to improve retrieval
performance without an extended interaction, which automates the
manual part of relevance feedback [9]. In most situation, the
automatic techniques can obtain good performance [10][11][12].
In this paper, a PRF based method is proposed to build domain
adaptive detectors, which aims to alleviate the problem of
semantic gap when the distributions of training and test data are
different. Firstly, the mechanism of PRF tries to select some
pseudo samples according to the fused estimation for test data
given by existing source models. The semantic information of
source domains is well generalized by these source models. The
process of pseudo sample selection can extract part relevant with
target domain. Then, these pseudo samples are integrated into the
process of Tradboost based cross domain transfer learning to
make the best use of semantic information generalized by existing
source models.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we
provide a short review on the related work. In section 3, the
proposed method is presented. Section 4 demonstrates the
experimental setting and result analysis.

2. RELATED WORK
2.1 Cross Domain Video Concept Detection
Cross domain learning is a very promising orientation in the
machine learning community. A lot of cross domain methods have
been applied in the field of video concept detection. To utilize the
existing classifiers in the source domain and the limited labeled
samples in the target domain, Jun Yang et al. in [13] try to learn
adaptive SVM classifiers which are not “far from” the existing
auxiliary classifiers and separate the labeled samples in the target
domain well. Following this work, a more general formulation of
adaptive SVM in [14] was proposed for function-level classifier
adaptation. This framework is based on regularized loss
minimization principle which simultaneously measures the
classification error of the target classifiers and controls the
complexity of the hypothesis space. L. X. Duan [15] et al.
proposed Domain Transfer SVM to simultaneously learn a kernel
function and a robust SVM classifier by minimizing both the

structural risk function of SVM and the distribution mismatch of
samples between source and target domains. In [16] datadependent regularizer inspired from Manifold Regularization was
used for domain adaptation, which assumes that the target
classifier should have similar decision values with the precomputed auxiliary classifiers when the source and target domain
are closely relevant. The cross domain SVM developed in [17]
tries to learn a new decision boundary by taking into consideration
the classification impact of support vectors derived from source
classifiers. There are other adaptation techniques that not using
SVM as basic classifiers and also obtaining effective and efficient
performance. For example, P. Luo et al. in [18] combined
Shannon entropy based consensus measure with logistic
regression for sample posteriori distribution prediction to transfer
information from multiple source domains to a target domain.

(4) Using the domain adaptive model obtained in step(3) to
predict test samples in target domain and repeating step(2)
(3)(4) until the process converges or the performance reduces
sharply. Due to computational issues, this process iterates
only once. The feedback process can make the best of
semantic information generalized by the source model.

2.2 Pseudo Relevance Feedback
Pseudo relevance feedback is originally applied in the area of text
document retrieval. As its effectiveness, this technique has been
intensively applied in CBIR. Yan et al suggest in [19, 20] that
using lowest ranked image examples for negative pseudo
relevance feedback (NPRF) because of their high reliability. In
[19], they propose to decompose the bottom negative samples into
several partitions and combine all the positive examples in query
with each partition as training data to build several classifiers, and
finally use a logistic regression to combine the outputs of all the
classifiers. Meanwhile, the research proposed in [20] is a more
general one and gives an in-depth study to the relationship
between retrieval score and their performance criterion. Second,
the denotation of bag-of-visual-words (BOW) makes the
representation of images similar with that of documents thus some
PRF techniques in text retrieval can be reused. J. H. Hsiao et al
[12] introduce BOW representation into image retrieval task in
which the KL-divergence language modeling-based retrieval with
dirichlet smoothing become feasible as it is used in [21]. The PRF
in [12] is an unsupervised learning process using a linear
interpolation between query and feedback model. The
probabilistic model of feedback is a summation over language
models of the top-ranked retrieval images.

3. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
3.1 The Framework of Algorithm
The framework of the proposed algorithm is illustrated in Figure 1.
The flow of this framework is summarized as follows:
(1) Using existing model in source domain to predict test
samples in target domain and obtaining the initial result list.
The aim of this step is to make the semantic information of
source model be assigned on the samples in target domain.
(2) Utilizing PRF to extract relevant semantic information
embedded in the initial result list and obtaining pseudo
samples relevant with the designated concept. Due to the
mismatch of distribution between source and target domain
and the obstacle of semantic gap, the top-retrieved samples in
initial result list contain noise. In other word, the semantic
information assigned by the source model is not correct.
Digging out relevant semantic information from initial result
list as much as possible is a critical issue for PRF in video
concept detection. The mechanism of PRF could distill the
semantic information and extract relevant part.
(3) Combining the pseudo samples with labeled samples both in
source and target domain as new training dataset and based
on Tradaboost [22] method training domain adaptive model
for target domain.

Figure 1. The framework of the proposed algorithm

3.2 Notations
The detection unit is based on shot-level. Each shot is represented
by one or two key-frames. Suppose that for each key-frame, p
categories of image features are extracted. In source domain, for
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3.4 Semantic Information Extraction by PRF
As the initial detecting results contain noise and are not as ideal as
we expect, the mechanism of PRF is utilized to filter out semantic
information irrelevant with target domain. The detailed strategy is
that for each unlabeled sample in target domain, we calculate:

generalized the characteristic of samples in source domain, which
can play a crucial role in the learning process. The proposed
method utilizes both the existing labeled samples and models to
extract relevant semantic information to assist the building of
domain adaptive model, which is an extension of Tradaboost. The
detailed strategy is that when the pseudo samples including
semantic information assigned by the source models are extracted
by utilizing PRF, they are combined with labeled samples in
source domain for training Tradaboost based model. Since these
pseudo samples come from target domain, their weighting
strategy is the same with training samples in target domain.
The algorithm description of the proposed PRF based cross
domain learning method is presented in Figure 2:
The PRF based cross domain learning method
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samples of the re-ranking list are recognized as positive pseudo
samples for feedback; the m samples in the bottom of re-ranking
list are recognized as negative pseudo samples for feedback.
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2. unlabeled sample set in target domain
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3. a base learning classifier C.

3.5 Tradaboost based Cross Domain Learning

4. the maximum number of iterations N.

Adaboost is a popular boosting algorithm which aims to boost the
accuracy of weak learners by carefully adjusting the weights of
training samples and finally learn a strong classifier. Tradaboost is
an extension of Adaboost, which deals with the situation when the
distributions of training and test data are different and only related
to each other. The weak learners are built based on samples both
in source and target domains. Different weighting strategies are
adopted for samples respectively in source and target domain. For
training samples in target domain, Adaboost is still applied to
build the base of the model. That is, the misclassified samples will
be focused more and their weights are increased. However, for
training samples in source domain, they are wrongly predicted due
to distribution changes by the learned model, these samples could
be those that are the most dissimilar to the samples in target
domain [20]. Therefore, the weights of misclassified samples in
source domain need to be decreased to weaken their impacts in
the learning process.

Initialization: initial weight vector
in general, the weight value for each
2
is the same.

Although Tradaboost extends boosting-based learning algorithm to effectively solve the problem of distribution mismatch
between training and test dataset, it didn’t make full use of the
relevant resource in source domain for building adaptive model in
target domain, that is, it typically ignored to utilize the existing
models in source domain. Actually the existing source models are
a kind of very important resource because these models have
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Figure 2. Description of our proposed algorithm

4. EXPERIMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS
4.1 Experimental Setup
To validate the effectiveness of our proposed assumption, the
video data collection provided by TRECVID is detected. We use
the development set of TRECIVD2005 as the source data set. The
development set and the GroundTruth test set for TRECVID2007
is utilized as the target data set. The GroundTruth test set is
recognized as unlabeled dataset in target domain in our
experiments. The strategy to extract labeled samples in target
domain is that 5% samples in development set of TRECVID2007
and 2% labeled samples in GroundTruth set are randomly selected.
The concept collection is provided by TRECVID2007 including
20 concepts. For each key-frame, three categories of image
features are extracted, that is: (1) grid-based (5 by 5) color
moment in Lab space (CM, 225D); (2) SIFT Descriptors-based
Visual Keywords(SIFT, 500D); (3) grid-based (3 by 3) wavelet
texture (WT, 81D). The features (1)(2)(3) and their corresponding
pre-trained classifiers from source domain are provided by
VIREO374[23]. The base classifier C is weighting SVM provided
by LibSVM[24]. The detecting performance is evaluated with the
inferred average precision (Inf AP) [25].
We setup two experimental settings to respectively compare
the proposed method (denoted by “CDL”) with Tradaboost
(denoted by “TRA”) and two baselines. The iteration number for
both Tradaboost and our method is set as N = 3. The two
baselines are: (1) Using existing source models to predict test
samples in target domain(that is using models of TRECVID2005
to predict GroundTruth set of TRECVID2007, which is denoted
by “05to07”); (2) Using models built on the labeled data in target
domain to predict test samples in target domain(denoted by
“label”).

4.2 Experimental Results and Conclusions
The performance of Tradaboost and the proposed method is
presented in Table 1. The performance is evaluated based on the
average of Inf AP values (Mean Inf AP) for 20 concepts. The
percentages in parentheses denote the percent by which the
proposed method outperforms Tradaboost. We can see from Table
1 that the settings of CDL have achieved good performance for all
the three image features compared with Tradaboost. We can
conclude that the introduction of PRF for building domain
adaptive classifiers can effectively promote the performance of
cross domain learning.
Table 1: the Mean Inf AP of 20 concepts for TRA and CDL
CM

SIFT

WT

TRA

0.0577

0.0808

0.0390

CDL

0.0901(56.15%)

0.0914(13.12%)

0.0599(53.59%)

The Mean Inf APs of two baselines and the proposed method
are presented in Table 2. The percentages in parentheses denote
the percent by which the proposed method outperforms the second
baseline “label”. We can see from Table 2 that compared with the
baseline “label”, the settings of CDL have achieved good
performance for image feature CM and WT, while for image
feature SIFT the performance of CDL has reduced by 14.82%.
Through serious analysis, we found that the reason for this
performance reduction is that the detecting performance by model
built on the labeled samples in target domain for image feature
SIFT has already been high (that is 0.1073). Based on this
precondition, cross domain learning will lead to the effect of
“Negative Transfer”, which means the source domain data
contribute to the reduced performance of learning in target
domain[26].
Table 2: Mean Inf AP of 20 concepts for baselines and CDL
CM

SIFT

WT

05 to 07

0.0462

0.0855

0.0387

label

0.0785

0.1073

0.0531

CDL

0.0901 (14.78%)

0.0914 (-14.82%)

0.0599 (12.81%)

In conclusion, the introduction of PRF into the process of
cross domain video concept detection can effectively improve the
detecting performance, which proves that the proposed method
can alleviate the problem of semantic gap when the distributions
of training and test data are different but only related. In our
future work, suitable measures to judge transferability between
source and target domains need to be proposed to avoid negative
transfer. We also will focus on the research of more intelligent
PRF strategies [27] for some specific target domain.
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